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a better agreement with theory in the latter case. 
This he ascribes to an influence of the direction of the 
a-particle beam within the counter, but it seems more 
likely that it was due to the fact that, in the second 
case, a smaller proportion of the transferred aggre
gates fell on the counter window. In another experi
ment, Kutzner found that with an unscreened source 
the deviations from theory were less than when the 
source was screened by a thin aluminium foil. This 
result may be, as he suggests, connected with the 
effects of scattering, but if the experiment were per
formed in the reverse order, one would expect that the 
screened source would give better agreement with 
theory than the unscreened. . 

Finallv, Kutzner finds that counts with a willemite 
screen always yield results about 5 per cent. less than 
with an electric counter (Zoe. cit., also Zeit. f. Phys., 
vol. 23, p. 126, 1924). In view of the above, it is 
doubtful whether the whole of this difference is due 
to the inefficiency of willemite screens as compared 
with electrical counters, though it is generally recog
nised that deficient counts result frotn the scintillation 
method. It seems very probable that thin sections of 
willemite, as used by Kutzner, are more efficient than 
scintillation screens made from powdered willemite or 
zinc sulphide crystals. \Vere Bateman's formula to 
be tested by means of such screens, one would expect 
better agreement between experiment and theory than 
Kutzner found by means of the electrical counter, 
owing to the absence of an impressed electric field in 
the former case. 

The deviations from theory in experiments by 
Rutherford and Geiger and by Hess and Lawson, to 
which Kutzner refers in his paper, are less systematic 
than his own. The former (with polonium) probably 
admit of the above explanation, whereas the latter 
were done with ')'-rays and only for purposes of 
orientation. RoBERT W. LAWSON. 

Sheffield. 

The Rotatory Dispersion of Tartaric Acid. 

LoNGCHAMBON (C.R. A cad. Sc., vol. 178, p. 951, 1924) 
has recently found that the rotatory dispersion along 
the optic axes of crystalline tartaric acid is approxi
mately the same as that of the lo:evo-rotatory com
ponent which contributes to the anomalous rotatory 
dispersion shown by solutions of the acid. The rotatory 
dispersion here referred to is measured by the ratio 
between the rotations for the blue (436 Pf.L) and 
yellow (578 f.Lf.L) lines of mercury. For cryst.als 
it is 2·14, while for the lo:evo-component m solution 
it is estimated to lie between 2 and 2·22. From 
previous researches Longchambon had concluded that 
the rotatory dispersion of a given substance is a 
property which is conserved when the substance 
passes from the solid to the liquid state by fusion or 
solutiQn. Applying now this generalisation to the 
case of tartaric acid, he states: " Le constituant gauche 
ne serait done ni un anhydride ni un ether interne ; 
ce serait l'acide tartrique ordinaire, tel qu'il se trouve 
dans le crista!; je l'appelerai ' acide tartrique a.' 
]'appelerai le corps droit ' acide tartrique f3 '; c'est 
la formation de cet acide f3 de l'acide a, par dilution 
ou elevation de temperature, qui produit les anomalies 
de dispersion rotatoire.'' 

It seems appropriate now to compare these con
clusions with those arrived at from the X-ray examma
tion of the crystal structure of tartaric acid (Proc. 
Roy. Soc. A, vol. 102, p. 506, 1923). Out of this work 
it was suggested that the dextro-rotatocy property 
of ordinary tartaric acid is associated with the carbon 
nucleus of the molecule, an arrangement of four 
carbon atoms which appears to exist in the crystal 
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as an irregular tetrahedron, while the lo:evo-rotatory 
power is associated with the rest of the molecule, 
manifesting itself principally through a twisted 
arrangement of the four hydroxyl groups, similar, but 
longer than and in an opposite sense, to the twisted 
arrangement of carbon atoms. "There is only one 
part of the molecule to which we can ascribe any 
degree of stability, and that is the nucleus of four 
carbon atoms arranged in an irregular spiral. Such 
effects as ionisation and hydration would tend to 
destroy the lo:evo-rotatory action of the four hydroxyl 
groups, and it is probable that it requires the application 
of the forces which bind the molecules into the crystalline 
structure to complete the lcevo-rotatory system. Any 
change, such as fusion, solution, and certain chemical 
reactions, which leads to departure from the orienta
tions which hold in the crystalline structure will tend. 
to eliminate the hydroxyl spirals" (p. 527). 

It thus appears that the work of Longchambon 
supports the conclusion arrived at from the X-ray 
analysis, that the lo:evo-rotatory component in solution 
is substantially the same system as that which pro
duces the strong l;.evo-rotation in the crystalline form; 
that the tendency to crystallise and the act of crystalli
sation, though not unique as changes involving forces 
which enhance the lo:evo-rotatory power, are yet well
marked examples of such changes and lead finally, in 
the crystalline form, to the perfection and stabilisa
tion of a lo:evo-rotatory system which completely over
powers the effect of.the dextro-rotatory part of the 
molecule. From such a hypothesis it follows that, even 
in infinitely dilute solutions, since the molecule can 
never be stripped bare to the carbon nucleus above, the 
rotatory dispersion will still be anomalous. That this 
is experimentally true has been pointed out by Lowry 
and Austin (C.R. Sc., vol. 178, p. 1902, 1924} 
in reply to the note of Longchambon. It also follows 
that the dispersion in the crystal, though the lo:evo
rotation overwhelmingly predominates, is probably 
not truly normal either. It is true that Longchambon 
says " la dispersion rotatoire est d'allure normale, 
mais tres forte, ... " but I presume this remark 
refers only to the region of the spectrum examined. 

W. T. AsTB<'RY. 
Davy-Faraday Research Laboratory, 

Royal Institution, 
Albemarle St., W.r, July 7· 

Early Canadian Experiments on the Acoustic Method 
of Depth Sounding for Navigation Purposes. 

REFERRING to the article " The Acoustic .Method 
of Depth Sounding for Navigation Purposes" pub
lished in NATURE of March 29, 1924, p. 463, it may 
be of interest to record some experiments carried out by 
the writer in 1915 on obtaining depths at sea by the 
echo method. 

Having had much experience in carrying on fog 
alarm researches at Father Point, Que., for several 
years from 1913, the writer felt in the early days of 
the War that this site would be an admirable one for 
carrying out researches on submarine acoustics, with 
the view of solving some of the problems relating to 
the submarine situation in Europe. In addition to 
the facilities for experimental work, such as isolation, 
wharfage facilities, calm weather, easy access to a 
main railway line, etc., an important consideration 
was the fact that supplies of scientific material from 
America and co-operation with American men of 
science could be obtained on Canadian territory before 
the United States had yet entered the War. 

In the early autumn of 1915 a plan and report to 
this effect was sent to the Minister of Marine and 
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